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.RD-S800QCPE is a 5G wireless bridge developed by HORED. The

maximum wireless speed is 300Mbps, and the farthest transmission

distance is 5KM, more suitable for long-distance environment.

Point-to-point wireless internet transmission help you save lots of

wire network cost. Support PoE power supply, it makes the installation

more simple and quick.

1.1Package Contents

Wireless bridge………….. 2pcs （a pair）

POE power adapter……… 2pcs

Stainless steel retainer……2pcs

Quick Installation Guide ...1pcs

1. Introduction



1.2 Indicator description

1.3Interface Description

HORED bridge interface description is as follows,

specific please in kind prevail!.

 Reset button.: Press and hold for 5-10 seconds to reset the

system.

 LAN1 port: near the network port of the reset button, is

Power indicator Steady light indicates normal power supply;

Off indicates no power supply.

LAN1 Steady light indicates that the port network

connectionis normal.

Off indicates the network is not connected.

Flashing indicates data transmission;LAN2

Signal strength

indicator

The more lights that are lit, the stronger the

signal is.



thePoE power input port for connecting to the PoE port of

the PoE power adapter.

LAN2 port, RJ45 port, can be used to connect switches.

Chapter 2 Configure Connections



2.1 Method one: Automatic connection (default)

A pair of bridges in the same box is configured by default at

the factory and can be used after plugging in. No configuration is

required.

Applicable to a simple environment, only a pair of bridges

around, point to point.

2.2 Method two: Manual connection

When the application environment is complex, there are

multiple bridges around, or if point-to-multipoint connections

are used, manual connection is required.

(1)Connect the PC and the network cable directly, configure the

PC as the IP address of the network segment 192.168.248.x and



the corresponding subnet mask:

⑵ Open a browser, enter http://192.168.248.1 in the address bar

and press Enter to log in to the web management interface. To

ensure a good user experience, it is recommended to use the

latest version of Chrome // Firefox browser:

⑶ In the pop-up login screen, enter the user name and

password (default is admin), and click "Sign in" button



⑷The interface will be showed as below after you login successfully.

⑸Configure the connection



Chapter3 Cautions

3.1 Installation Notes

Fengrunda wireless bridge installation should pay attention to the

following two points

Height

In the course of wireless transmission, obstacles such as trees, tall

buildings, and large-scale reinforced buildings will weaken wireless

signals. To improve the wireless transmission performance and

prevent the signal from being blocked, please ensure that there is

no obstruction in the line of sight between the wireless CPEs during

installation.

Direction

When installing a CPE device, adjust its front panel orientation to

ensure that the receiving device is within its signal coverage. You



can use Google Maps, GPS, and other tools, combined with the

horizontal lobe width of the CPE device to roughly determine the

orientation of the CPE.

3.2 Configuration instructions

 The pairing IDs of the master and slave must be the same. The

default is consistent and does not need to be changed.

 For example, point to point use scenarios in elevators,

different elevator bridges recommended to use a different ID;

 In a point to multipoint scenario, the ID number of each slave

needs to be consistent with the master.

 In a one-to-many scenario, the number of clients allowed to

access the master must be adjusted. By default, only one

client is allowed to access.

 The channel of the master and slave must be the same, the

default is the same without change;

 The wireless passwords of the master and slave must be



consistent. The default is the same and no change is needed.

 The main bridge signal indicator on the slave side is on,

indicating that the bridge is successful.

 During the manual configuration process, you can use the

Quick Installation or the Manual Scan feature to facilitate

configuration and connection.

 When the bridge access network exists in the DHCP server,

the IP address is automatically obtained. The new

management IP can be queried from the DHCP server.



CPU Qualcomm Industrial Chipset

Flash 8Mbyte

DDR 64MB DDR2

Frequency 5.15~5.25GHz、5.735~5.835GHz

Wireless

Standards
802.11a/n

Wireless Speeds Up to 300Mbps

Transmission

Power
MAX 20dBm

Maximum

transmission

distance

5KM(point to point)

Stable bandwidth up to 90M (no interference

environment)

Multi-port

transmission

Support 2 ports above; Default setting point to

point

Chapter4 Product Specification



receive sensitivity Up to -97dBm

Port
2 10/100M adaptive LAN ports, LAN1 support

24V PoE power supply

Button
reset (long press 5-10 seconds to restore

default setting)

LED

Radio signal: all bright signal best

LAN indicator light: the bright represents the

connection; the deputies are not connected; the

flicker represents the data transmission;

Power indicator light: on behalf of the system

on the electricity; the failure to represent the

power;

Antenna

Built-in 5G directional dual polarized antenna,

gain: 14 dBi

Horizontal angle: 40 degrees; vertical angle 30

degrees

Power

Consumption
﹤5W

Dimensions 200mm * 110mm * 61mm



Environment

Operating Temperature: : -30°C~55°C

Storage Temperature: : -40℃～70℃

Operating Humidity: 10% ~ 90%RH non

condensation

Storage Humidity: 5% ~ 90%RH non

condensing

Support power on at -40℃

The leading provider of data transmission products and services

Shenzhen Fengrunda Technology Co.,Ltd.
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